Standing behind and standing up for Texas physicians in Austin, DC, and throughout the state.

Membership on the rise: **52,634 TMA MEMBERS**

**2018 ANNUAL REPORT**

“ONE MATERNAL DEATH IS ONE TOO MANY. LET’S AIM FOR ZERO!”

Carlos J. Cardenas, MD
2017-18 TMA President

$1.6 MILLION
recovered from payers for members through Hassle Factor Log Program

WE’RE SOCIAL

Twitter followers: 22,100
Facebook followers: 6,600

$2.1 MILLION
RAISED BY TMA FOUNDATION FOR PUBLIC HEALTH OUTREACH PROGRAMS

Helped elect 164 medicine-friendly candidates to state/federal offices

12,150 TMA Knowledge Center inquiries

TMA PracticeEdge 240,000 patients

500+ physicians

15 ACOs

Launched Texas Medicine Today, TMA’s customized daily e-newsletter

Very few U.S. Physicians to see Medicare Beneficiaries This Year

Texas Medicine Today is a daily newsletter from the Texas Medical Association. The newsletter is published in the U.S. and distributed through email. The newsletter is available at texasmedicine.com and through social media, including Twitter and Facebook. The newsletter is updated daily and is available in English and Spanish.
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ADVANCING AND INNOVATING

Achieved 1.1:1 goal for ratio of first-year residency positions per Texas medical school graduate

Established “zero maternal deaths” goal as a result of first TMA Maternal Health Congress

Recognized by Office of National Coordinator for TMA's EHR comparison tool

Persisted in advocacy against unfair performance standards in Medicare Quality Payment Program

Advocated against onerous maintenance of certification requirements and for improved due process

Stopped proposed overhaul of Medicare coding levels that would have resulted in payment cuts

Reached record number of Texas medical license applications

**2018 TMA FINANCIALS**

$26,226,306
TMA OPERATING INCOME

$35 MILLION
CASH RESERVES

**2018 TMA EXPENSES**

$26,406,576
TMA OPERATING EXPENSE

"I've stood beside my colleagues in support of medicine with the conviction that if we fight for our patients' best interests, we will succeed in crafting good policy for Texas.

Doug Curran, MD, 2018-19 TMA President"